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October 24, 2018
7:30-10:00 PM
Thomas Edison
High School
5801 Franconia Road
Alexandria, VA
Room E-112

PAINTER’S CLUB

Greetings NCMSS teammates!
We had another great
club meeting in September;
thanks to all those who displayed during the Parade
Ground and for the great discussions we had before and
after the Parade Ground.
Now that it has been a
full month since our 57th
annual show I think I have
recovered from being in full
prep and execution mode.
Thanks again to the entire
team, we pulled off another
great show that everyone
seemed to enjoy. A big shoutout and thank you to our vendors, sponsors, Young Ma-

rines, TEHS sports teams, and
to the Boosters Club. We
could not pull off a show without the great team play of
everyone.
Now that fall like weather
is finally here and winter is
approaching it is time to hit
the workbench and just maybe we can all finish a project
or two. I don’t know about
you, but I have too many good
ideas and never enough time
- the hobbyist dilemma!
I look forward to the next
fun filled club year as we all
continue to enjoy the hobby
and each other. Thanks for
all the suggestions for the
next year as we fill out our

Perennial scourge: Counterfeiting is getting worse
When you visit model
company websites, Facebook
pages, and hobby community
forums the topic of piracy is
once again becoming big
news.
Visit planetFigure.com
and you’ll see the following
anti-piracy banner on every
one of their pages: “Copying

kits is a crime that hurts original artists & producers. Help
support your favorite artists
by buying their original works.
PlanetFigure will not tolerate
any activities related to recasting, and will report recasters to authorities. Thank you
for your support!” Kit maker
SCALE75 began a STOP PIRACY campaign to try and raise
awareness of the problem

12:00-4:00 PM

Fairfax County.Gov

Paint On!!!
Burt, NCMSS C.O.

H O B B Y N E W S : S T P P I R AC Y !

October 20, Saturday
Small Conf Room
Mason District Gov. Center/Police Station
6507 Colombia Pike
Annandale, VA 22003

monthly club meeting program.
The challenge still stands
– every club member must
personally recruit a new member for 2018, let us fill the
ranks!

SCALE75’s awareness campaign against piracy from their Facebook page in September 2018.

with the model-buying public.
Last month famed sculptor Raúl García Latorre posted
a message to the figure buying public that described his
frustration with people who
have been selling recasts of
his work. Latorre said, “Yes,
this is a business for me, my
only job since 25 years, the
way I have to pay my bills and
keep doing what I love… I am
in the miniature market since
2000...trading my miniatures,
the figures I design and I create the best way I know, and I
feel lucky for that. But that
was then, now is so different… There was always pirates on this hobby, but never
as actually, doing the damage
See No Counterfeiting…
on Page 3
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CLUB NEWS
MEETING MINUTES

was great; Raffle/Silent Auction was fantastic new activity; movement of Photographer
station down next to Exhibit
Room smart; addition of many
other genre Hobby Clubs was
super idea; “Set-Up” went
great w/ TEHS sports teams
support and THX to Warren
/Grant/Burt et al; Registration
ran smoothly (THX Darci &
Bob); Young Marines did Colors presentation (THX 2 Joe +
them all); THX 2 David Hoffman for assuming emergency
Chief Judge role + great support team; Earlier Awards
Ceremony was great & the
awards were superb; THX 2
TEHS Booster Club for event
sponsorship + Show food
provisioning (keep the roving
cart option); “Tear-Down” also
went great/fast;
Immediate Show Action
Items:
 Turn in any Show-related
INVOICES for reimbursement no later than
15OCT18 to Darci Hoffman
 Emphasize ‘ONLINE’ Registration for 2019 show IF
conducted at TEHS

26 September 2018
Networking & Setup
[18:30-19:21]
Attendees examined PARADE
GROUND exhibits & talked fun
interesting hobby issues.

Sept. MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”

WINNER

Call to Order
[19:30]
NCMSS C.O. started meeting

Monthly Program, Old &
New Business
[19:30-20:15]
TOPIC 1: “NCMSS Washington
Show ‘After-Action/LessonsLearned’ Review”
Burt led brief discussion
about pros/cons from recent
NCMSS Washington Show. He
appreciated the members
who worked on the Show and
encouraged more members to
get involved. Initial Vendor
response was favorable. Gamers rocked the Show, Exhibits
were high quality & being in
same room w/ Gamers created a “dynamic, enthusiastic &
energetic feeling”; Signage

“WWI Trench Raider”
by Robert Huettner

Held during meetings

Feb
May
Aug
***Nov***
Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!

See CLUB NEWS Meeting
Minutes on page 6...

EDITOR’S CORNER
Thanks for your support

Quarterly Swap
Meet

 Any need to order more
Medals for Show Awards?
 Darci/Burt to prepare
DRAFT Show financial
statements w/ suggested
fees+ donations to FCPSTEHS/Booster Club pending member approval.
 2019 Show Planning /
Coordination is TBD; future
discussion to take place
via separate TELECON.
Decision between 1-Doing
our own September Show
at TEHS -OR- 2-possibly CoHost w/ NVM IPMS chapter
during their April 2019
“Model Classic” over at
FHS. [Potential of using
new USA museum (TBD)].
Factors include financial

the next issue. I will enjoy reconnecting with old friends
and being inspired by the
work on display. Ultimately,
isn’t that part of what our
hobby is all about? There is
nothing like attending a show
or a club meeting and sharing
our love of history to get those
creative juices going!

The Dispatch staff would
like to express our gratitude
for the contributions of our
members and friends in supporting the club and this
newsletter. Special thanks to
Mike Thomas, Tim Stormer,
Norb Lustine, Burt Thompson,
Rick Sanders, David Powell,
Jim Richey, Joe Bles, and
John Sloan. We have gotten
some great feedback from our
readers. We are looking forward to the future and encourage everyone to spread
the word, share our website,
publications, and Facebook
page.
Darci and I will be attending the Chicago Show this
year, and will have a report in

Veterans Day Call for Member Support
This year for Veterans
Day Joe Bles has organized a
display of figures at a local
church. We need a strong
showing of members to help
honor our veterans and promote our hobby! See the
Events and Places announcement on page 4.
2

Corrections for the September issue
On page 8 of the Parade
Ground of the September
issue note that quarterback
Dan Marino played for the
University of Pittsburgh (not
Pennsylvania) from 1979 to
1982. On page 9 note that
the old German figure’s bayonet was replaced, not the
figure’s head as stated in the
narrative.

David Hoffman,
Dispatch Editor
bpchasseur@comcast.net
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It’s so easy!
You now can join or renew your
NCMSS membership with

Thank You
to the following clubs
whose members helped
make the

NCMSS 57th Annual
Washington Show
one of the best yet...

Washington Ship Model Society

Historical Miniatures Gaming Society

S T P PI R AC Y !

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Adam from the bottom of
my heart for doing this.
It's beyond helpful to our
struggling small art businesses. For those complaining about costs and
number of kits... It's not
the cost of casting that's
the problem...It's all the
other costs that people
do not consider that
makes originals more
expensive. We need to
make back our production costs... costs of masters, print materials,
packaging, labor, etc...
The recasters don't have
any of that. They're just
parasites that leach off of
Advertisement for a counterfeit Latorre figure (edited
by R. Latorre) showing numbers sold
our investment making it
near impossible to rethey are doing to me and too
coup. Many of my competitors
many companies around.”
and friends have gone out of
Latorre gave an example of a
business, eaten alive by these
recent figure “Nash” (pictured
scumbags. Plus we only proabove) that he offered for
duce 50 at a time, but as long
sale. A counterfeiter undercut
as the kits are selling, we'll
the real kit’s price and has
make more. If you're interestsold five times as many units
ed in a piece that's out of
to date. At this rate, Latorre
stock EMAIL US! We can't
says he is searching for a way
justify the production expense
to stay in business. You can
if we don't know people still
read his full message (please
want them. It's when the renote he uses some expletives)
casters kill specific kit interest
on his Facebook page HERE.

or interest wanes in general
that we stop production until
interest is regained. We don't
make much money doing this
so having money sitting on
shelves in the form of unsellable product doesn't work.”

In February of 2017 a
hobbyist named Norberto
Álvarez posted an article on
Volomir.com entitled Recasts:
3 reasons why we need to
avoid illegal or unauthorized
miniature copies. Álvarez
described the differences
between an original kit and a
counterfeit in detail with good
tips on how to avoid buying
fakes. To date the article has
been viewed over 37,000
times. —DD-H

...my competitors and
friends have
gone out of business,
eaten alive
by these scumbags...

Washington Armor Club

This month Adam Savage
of Tested.com podcast fame
posted a video entitled “The
Problem of Recasting”. Savage shared a new high-quality
kit he had purchased and
then talked about the harm
recasters do to small scale
“garage” kit producers. In the
Youtube video’s comments
section, the owner of Industria Mechanika (the producer
of the featured kit) responded
by saying, “First off, thank you

Adam Savage talks about the harm counterfeiters do to small companies
such as Industria Mechnaika and the hobby in general.

3
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EVENTS

AND

The American Revolution:
A World War
National Museum of American History, June 26, 2018
to July 9, 2019
The exhibition examines
the 1781 victory at Yorktown
and the Franco-American
partnership that made it possible. The exhibition also features the paintings The Siege
of Yorktown and The Surrender of Yorktown, created by
Louis-Nicolas van Blarenberghe in 1786 as copies of
those presented to King Louis
XVI, and George Washington’s
early 1780s portrait by
Charles Willson Peale, united
for the first time since their
display together in the 1700s.

Veterans Day 2018 —
NCMSS Outreach Event

P L AC E S
service it is highly recommended you be at the church
by 9:30 AM. Should you wish
to display only, be at the fellowship hall by 11:00 AM
This will be a chance to
help honor our veterans and
share our knowledge of history through our hobby. Contact
Joe Bles at gyrinejoe@aol.com
to confirm that you’re interested in representing the club.

salute to the US Armed Forces
will be part of the service. At
precisely 11:11 there will be a
moment of silence honoring
the 100th Anniversary of the
Armistice ending World War
One.
After the service, the
church has requested that
NCMSS members bring a
display of models depicting
United States military events,
aircraft, armor, vehicles,
ships, figures and dioramas.
You, along with your models
will be on display in the
church fellowship hall where
the veterans and parishioners
can meet you and learn from
your displays. A light lunch will
be served.
To attend the 10:00 AM

A Revolution in Arms:
Weapons in the War for
Independence
Anderson House—The Society
of the Cincinnati, D.C. Oct. 11,
2018 to March 24, 2019
When the war broke out
in 1775, there were few
shops and factories in America capable of producing firearms, swords, and other
weapons. To arm the tens of
thousands of American soldiers who fought the wellsupplied British regulars, the
Continental Army relied on
hunting weapons and other
arms its soldiers brought from
home, seized British weapons, and arms supplied by
France and Spain—along with
weapons made by a
growing number of
American manufacturers. The exhibit
examines the various
muskets, rifles, pistols, swords, and
other weapons that
the American troops
used during the Revolutionary War.

Living Word Intl. Christian
Church, Silver Spring MD,
Sunday November 11, 2018
The Living Word International Christian Church is
hosting a service to honor
American Veterans. The service will begin at 10:00 AM
and conclude at 11:30 AM. A

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 0 1 8
 Oct 19-21 — MMSI Chicago Show Military Miniature Society of Illinois, Chicago, IL

OCT

 Oct 27-28 — Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 Oct 27 — 21st International Paper Modelers Convention Sterling, VA

NOV

 Nov 16-17 — LIMMS Long Island Miniature Collectors Society, Freeport, NY

DEC

 (TBD) Dec — HOTS Toy Soldier, Figures, Militaria Show & Sale, Annandale, VA

Click here: https://www.ncmssclub.org/upcoming-events for a more detailed Hobby Calendar on the NCMSS website. To add an
event contact Adjutant Tim Stormer at adjutanttim@gmail.com
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T H E Y S H A L L N O T G ROW O L D
Now we can see war as
soldiers did: Jackson's
90-minute documentary
about WWI

The National Capital
Model Soldier Society
Member benefits include:








Friendly monthly meetings where we
share our knowledge of history,
painting, and modeling
Monthly guest speakers
Painter’s Club—A monthly opportunity
to get together with other painters to
share tips and techniques
Monthly Dispatch newsletter
The NCMSS Washington Show
Affordable dues

What are you waiting for?

Welcome to the club!

Sunday Express article by
Jane Warren, Oct 2, 2018
Award winning director
Peter Jackson has brought
the reality of the First World
War to life for a new documentary. The Lord of the
Rings director has digitally
remastered archive black and
white footage from the conflict to give it colour and
sound. Commissioned by the
Imperial War Museum, which
gave Jackson access to 600
hours of tape, the documentary, called They Shall Not
Grow Old, shows what life was
like on the Western Front.

Jackson spent four years painstakingly restoring footage (Bolton & Quinn Ltd/PA
Wire)

served in the British Army. He
also travelled to Flanders and
France taking photos of the
former battlefields and said
he hoped the remastered
footage would help keep alive
the memory of the millions
who lost their lives. He told
Sky News: “There’s been lots
of documentaries made on
the First World War… and I
just decided for this one to
strictly just use the voices of
the guys that fought there. “I
wanted to reach through the
fog of time and pull these
men into the modern world,
so they can regain their humanity once more – rather
than be seen only as Charlie
Chaplin-type figures in the
vintage archive film.

Lest We Forget

“You don’t really notice
them when they were all sped
up and jerky, but suddenly
they just come into a focus.
Part of my fascination with
the First World War is that it
was a pointless war in that
sense. Because it was a pointless war, it is all about the
people who were in it. How
Jackson is best known as the director of the
did these people actually
Lord of the Rings (Frazer Harrison/Getty
Images)
cope with this thing? Not one
soldier on the Western Front, I
Digitally remastered
guarantee you, not one solHe used “computer powdier could sit down and really
er to erase the technical limiexplain in political terms what
tations” of the 100-year-old
was important about fighting
footage to “see and hear the
the war, what was important
Great War as they experiabout beating the Germans.
enced it”. The 90-minute docIt’s not the story of the war.
umentary, marks
It’s the story of the
the centenary of the
human experience of
war which took
fighting in the war.”
place between
They Shall Not
1914 and 1918
Grow Old will make
and is narrated with
its world premiere at
interviews from 120
the BFI London Film
veterans from 600
Festival on Tuesday
clips recorded by
October 16 which
the BBC in 1964.
will be attended by
Mr Jackson, who
the Duke of Camhas won three Osbridge, and will be
cars, spent four
followed by a Q&A
years working on
with Jackson. The
the documentary,
film will also be simwas inspired by his
ultaneously screened
life-long interest in
in 250 cinemas
the conflict in which
around the UK...on
The film has been colourised to give more vibrancy to the imagery
his grandfather
November 11.
(Image: Premiercomm)
5
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CLUB NEWS situation; Show workload/impact on
members; NCMSS volunteer support,
compliance to evolving FCPS ROEs for
Events, etc.
TOPIC 2: Future monthly NCMSS club
meeting Agenda topics
Burt reviewed new ideas to make club
meetings enjoying “fun Hobby-related
activities”; still have Speakers periodically provide discussions on hobby topic
(whenever they volunteer); encourage
David Luff to educate us on ‘Gamers’; do
social “Painters Club” sessions; conduct
readings from hobby books, magazines,
etc; special ‘Hands-On’ topics (rust; oils;
acrylics; pastels; dirt; water; snow; flowers; metallics); theme based member
technique demonstrations; ‘seasonaltopic’ discussions, demos; hobby topic
videos via new projector (THX David/Darci); extended ‘Flea Market/Swap
Meet’ events; extended “Parade Ground”
with more detailed discussions on techniques, etc; Any suggestions/ideas are
welcome.

MEETING MINUTES
TOPIC 3: Miscellaneous:
 Darci/David Hoffman established a
new NCMSS Facebook Page - Contact
them for access.
 Joe may have an October Speaker
(TBR)
 Joe & Tim will be setting up NCMSS
Library Display Case at Crofton Community Library November 1-30, 2018.
Come help ‘Set-Up’; check the display
out; support your club!
 Joe has 11Nov date queued up for a
special NCMSS WWI figure/vehicle
display as the centennial celebration
remembrances end; details TBS via
separate email.
 Darla & Darci teaming up to do a special WWII talk during November club
meeting - COME!

Parade Ground:
[20:16-21:07]
Participants: Jenny Young; Bob Prokop;
David Luff; Robert Huettner; Jim Richey;
Joe Bles; Greg Paspatis; Burt Thompson;
Darci & David Hoffman

If you were inspired by Greg DiFranco’s amazing work
at the NCMSS 57th Annual Washington Show, perhaps it’s time to try your hand at painting a flat again!

(CONTINUED

6

2)

Mug-of-the-Month (MOTM):
Robert Huettner won September MOTM
award honors.
Conclusion: After some final friendly
inter-member discussions,

Meeting adjourned
[21:20]
Attendees: Jim Richey; David Hoffman;
Darci Hoffman; Joe Bles; Darla Yaun;
Warren Yaun; Greg Paspatis; David Luff;
Burt Thompson; Robert Huettner; Bob
Prokop; Jenny Young & Tim Stormer
Submitted by Tim Stormer,
NCMSS Adjutant
<adjutanttim@gmail.com>

NEW for OCTOBER!

Thanks to The Little Tin Soldier for supporting our
show each year. Click HERE to visit their website.

FROM PAGE
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PARADE GROUND
September “Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER

September 2018
Parade Ground Participants

Jenny Young, Bob Prokop,
David Luff, Robert Huettner
Jim Richey, Joe Bles,
Greg Paspatis, Burt Thompson,
Darci & David Hoffman
“WWI Trench Raider”
by Robert Huettner

Photos by Jim Richey (and a
couple by D. Hoffman)

JENNY YOUNG
Jenny Young brought in some items she scored at the show, including the Model Cellar Jean Bart bust (great minds!!), along with a 54mm
Flat of a mounted Apache Scout, where she looks forward to painting a
nice Pinto horse.
She also had some
groundwork material for
future products including
Vallejo Water Texture medium, Thick Mud, Dark
Earth, and Earth Texture
medium.
We are all looking
forward to seeing these
used soon!

7
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PARADE GROUND
B O B P RO KO P
Bob brought in a a very cool figure he found on the internet
that can be used to create all sorts of subjects, similar to the
“nude” model figures of the past offered by Verlinden and other
companies, but seems much more flexible. Called Body-Kun DX
by Bandai, Bob plans to use this to create his own armatures by
taking measurements in various poses. Of course one can take
the figure, add a putty or clay medium of your choice and sculpt to
your hearts content directly on it. Lots of possibilities here, and
the various hands provided are neat too.
A lot of reviews were from artists that pose it and sketch
from. Bob did not remember exactly what he paid for it, but a
quick search of the internet shows many vendors including Amazon. I saw many in the $20-25 range, and some much higher and
more complex, but beware of knock-offs and bootlegs, which may
be flimsier in construction.

D AV I D L U F F
David displayed his latest project, a
new Warhammer Science Fiction Game
called Kill Team. The figures are the standard 28mm and he brought in the game rule
book that accompanies them. David explained that this concept is interesting in
that the game uses a smaller unit size and
the time span is much less than larger
game setups that can take hours. They are
a “skirmish”, instead of a full scale battle.
Looks like a lot of fun! In the future
we’re hoping that David gives us a demonstration on how to play.

8
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PARADE GROUND
ROBERT HUETTNER
Robert brought his 1/10
Scale Model Cellar bust of a
World War I German Trench
Raider, which was voted Mug of
the Month. Robert depicted his
subject as a member of the 21st
Bavarian Regiment. He praised
the very clean sculpt of the figure
and said it was a pleasure to
paint using his usual approach
with acrylics along with some
magic marker work thrown in.

JIM RICHEY
Jim showed his vintage “Record the Apocalypse”
1/16 scale figures made by Gecco along with the
clever instructions that came with them, basically in
newspaper format with some stories on the strange
and macabre goings on along with building tips.
They come in a VHS box and this is the first of the
series. Your editor also scored some of these at the
NCMSS Show Raffle. Great Halloween idea too!

9
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PARADE GROUND
JOE BLES
Joe showed his figure of Baron Manfred Von
Richthofen made by Aviatic in 54mm. This figure is
based on a picture taken of the Baron right before his
last flight. Joe also talked a bit about some of the
controversy regarding how he was shot down, which
was likely not by Canadian pilot Capt. Roy Brown but
by machine gunners from an Australian AA battalion
below.
Joe also displayed a very nice bust of Nefertiti,
the wife of the Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaten. He
bought it at the United Nations Store in NYC many
years ago and is based on a stucco-coated limestone
bust believed to have been crafted in 1345 B.C. Sold
as a novelty display statue in black and bronze, Joe
primed and painted it. A very creative idea that
turned out great!

Joe brought in a fascinating book titled The Hello Girls,
America’s First Women Soldiers by Elizabeth Cobbs. In 1918, the
U.S. Army Signal Corps sent 223 women to France. They were
masters of the latest technology: the telephone switchboard.
General John Pershing, commander of the American Expeditionary Forces, demanded female “wire experts” when he discovered that inexperienced doughboys were unable to keep him
connected with troops under fire. They received a baptism by fire
when German troops pounded Paris with heavy artillery. Some
followed Pershing to the front where they served through shelling
and bombardment. A very great and neglected story, including
the fact that they were sworn into the army, served under fire but
denied Veteran’s Benefits until 1979. Thanks Joe for sharing
this fascinating piece of history.
10
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PARADE GROUND
G R E G P A S PA P T I S
Greg displayed some more figures from
the 1970s, in this case Airfix in 1/32 scale,
although he painted these much more recently.
These are allied paratroopers done in tribute to
the movie “A Bridge Too Far”, based on the
book by Cornelius Ryan and otherwise known
as Operation Market Garden. A club favorite
based on all the comments and discussion.

BURT THOMPSON
Burt displayed a 54mm figure of
Confederate Rear Admiral Raphael
Semmes of the CSS Alabama, a great
subject! I did not get the manufacturer,
but Burt scratch built the railing he is
leaning on and got the coiled rope from
a ship kit he had. Nice work.

Burt also brought in his work in
progress of his 1/48 Russian Scout
Car vignette and described his work
on the tree, building, and bush
made from Birch Tree seeds. The
scratch built daisy has leaves made
from wine bottle foil, always a useful material. The figures and other
accessories are mostly scratch built
and coming along very nicely! We
can’t wait to see it completed.

11
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PARADE GROUND
D AV I D H O F F M A N
Dave brought in a few items of interest he
picked up at the NCMSS Washington Show, including some great books he picked up from a representative of the National Army Museum. The rep
was selling the books at $5.00 apiece. If you missed
his table you missed some great bargains, which
included Volume I and II of the West Point military
History of WWII and a collection of Army commissioned artwork from 1965 to 2014. Looking forward to the opening of the museum at Ft. Belvoir
soon.
Dave also brought in two upcoming projects:
Pegaso’s 90mm Landsknecht and Model Cellar’s
Jean Bart Corsair bust.

DARCI HOFFMAN
Darci brought in her first work in progress, a flat of Joshua Chamberlain based on
a contemporary picture. She decided to start
out with something which she thought would
be real easy, but is finding out that painting is
more difficult than people in the club make it
look. A big fan of Chamberlain, she’s read his
biography and has a Troiani print of him in
her office.
Darci showed a 75mm Revolutionary
War figure FER figure of a Private from the 1st
New York Regiment of the Continental Line
that she hopes to attempt one day. She also
brought in two pieces of club history and copies of two articles from the last Dispatch; one
on former club officer John Sloan and one
written by Jenny Young on being a reenactor.

12
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Notables...

WORTHY READS
FROM THE HOFFMAN FAMILY LIBRARY

Sheperd Paine: The Life
and Work of a Master Modeler and Military Historian

ity of art miniatures around
the world.
To every serious modeler, from age 17 to 70, this guy
was a god — and not just here,
but in far-flung corners of the
globe," said Jim DeRogatis, a
fellow miniaturist and author
of Paine's 2008 biography…

By Jim DeRogatis, 272pp.
Schiffer Military History, 2008
When he died in August
2015, the Chicago Tribune
published the following obituary article:

Treasures from the Gettysburg National
Park Museum and Visitor Center
Illustrations by Keith Rocco
For more information on the artist
and his work, visit

Jim DeRogatis’ book certainly
validates the fame Paine
achieved during his life.
The publisher, in their
description of the book,
states that “Sheperd Paine
did more than anyone to elevate modeling to the level of
an art form - one that includes
elements of painting, sculpting, research, and storytelling.
Building and painting miniature figures, armor, aircraft,
and ships with equal skill, and
displaying a broad scope of
knowledge and interests ranging from the Napoleonic era
to WWII, Paine created incred-

Howard 'Shep' Paine, giant in
world of art miniatures, dies
The world of art miniatures has lost a giant. Howard
Sheperd Paine, an artist,
author, military historian and
collector of military artifacts,
elevated modeling to an art
form and for six decades
worked to spread the popular-

KeithRocco.com

Artist
Preservation Group

ibly detailed and masterfully
rendered vignettes and dioramas. This is the first book to
examine all of his remarkable
work, cataloging it with more
than seven hundred beautiful
photos, and charting the life
experiences that formed
these creations in an interesting, conversational format.”

A Website Devoted to the Art of the Box Diorama
“In some ways, dioramas are so interesting because you are telling a story without words. It’s like
silent movies, except that the actors aren’t even moving.” —Shep Paine
Visit BoxDiorama.com to view an amazing collection of
box dioramas, including a page dedicated to Paine’s
work in the hobby.

“The Artist Preservation Group is a gathering of
like-minded historical artists whose mission is
to...aide in the preservation and restoration of
threatened historical sites and/or artifacts.”
For more information on how you can help,
make a donation, or become a member, visit
the Artist Preservation Group website.
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R O M A N M I L I TA RY H E A D G E A R
(PART II)

BY

MIKE THOMAS

Unlike the infantry helmets examined in
Part I, those of the cavalry do not show the
same lineal descent. Each type of helmet
appears to be unique. Furthermore, there is
some controversy about what exactly many of
the cavalry helmets were used for. Were they
combat equipment or were they intended for
‘parade’ in the cavalry games and training
exercises known as the “hypacca gymnasia”?
Also, the question must be asked, is there
any definite proof that a given helmet was
worn exclusively by infantry or cavalry? As you
can see, there is room for considerable speculation here.

Figure 1. Cavalry sports, Type “D” face mask helmets, male features

The first group I want to look is the socalled “facial masks”. In Robinson’s classification these are known as “Cavalry sports”
helmets. Three sub-types (“B”, “C” & “D”,
Figures 1 & 5) exhibit male characteristics

Figure 3. Female face, Type “E”, conical hairstyle (Straubing hoard)

vered over. They must have presented quite
an intimidating appearance to an enemy, with
a basilisk stare. Imagine a couple of hundred
of these charging down at you! It was probably the case that these masks formed only
the frontal part of the helmet, the back portion having been lost. Recently an almost
complete example of this type was discovered
in Britain and is known as the “Corby-Garrett”
helmet. When discovered it was in over 60
pieces. It was restored by the British Museum
and sold at auction, when it fetched over £2
million ($2.6 million)! In this case (Figures 4a
& 4b) the back part of the helmet was in the
form of a Phrygian cap and it may well be
possible that something similar was the case
with others of this group but that the rear
portion has long since disappeared. It can
also be seen that the masks of such helmets
are hinged at top-centre and that the ear
protection was integral with the mask.
Some of the male helmets have elaborate hair styles as well, often with tight curls
(Type “C”, Figure 5). There is also some evi-

“Northern Virginia Gamers (NOVAG) is one of
the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area's
oldest and most respected hobby gaming
organizations. Started in 1986, we have
consistently provided a focal point for gamers
in the Capital area for almost three decades.”
For more info on Northern Virginia Gamers,
visit their website at NOVAG.org

HMGS JOIN TODAY

YOUR MINIATURES
YOUR RULESETS
YOUR WARGAMES
YOUR SOCIETY
Visit the Historical Miniatures Gaming
Society website at HMGS.org

Figure 2. Robinson Type “E” face mask helmets, female features

while the sub-type (“E”, Figure 2), have female facial features. In some quarters these
are considered to have been worn for the
games and represented either Greeks or Amazons. Some of these helmets are extremely
ornate, often with elaborate wavy hair styles.
A further female sub-group of these have a
conical hair style, (Figure 3).
Masked helmets often have rings soldered into the eye openings, representing the
pupil of the eye. Again, it is often the case
that these helmets were either tinned or sil-

THE MODEL CELLAR
Figure 4 (a). Corby-Garrett helmet, (Robinson’s Type “C”)
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We produce a range of figures, busts,
and accessories with a special interest
in The Great War, 1914-1918
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R O M A N M I L I T A RY H E A D G E A R

(CONTINUED…)

Figure 6. Robinson Type “G”, “Frankfurt-Heddernheim helmets”

“The Washington Ship Model Society
(WSMS) was founded in 1929 and is
the oldest continuously active ship
model club in the United States. Its
purpose is to provide a socially enjoyable means for serious ship modelers to
meet, share, and
expand upon their
common avocation
through the exchange of ideas
and knowledge.”
For more info, visit the Washington Ship
Model Society’s website at DCShipModelSociety.org

Figure 4(b). Corby-Garrett helmet, (Robinson’s Type “C”)

dence that some of the Imperial Gallic helmets may have had face masks also. It’s possible that these were special and were worn,
for example, by standard bearers (aquiliferi,
imaginiferi, etc), rather than being specific for
the cavalry. Again, there is no specific proof of
this, other the fact that such helmets exist
and are not run-of-the-mill things but are

Figure 7. Robinson type “H”, (Theilenhofen” helmets)

start this short run-through of Roman Cavalry
helmet types with Type “A”. In truth, there is
only a single helmet that Robinson designated as an “A”. The Type -“B” helmets are also
face-masks but in the main these differ but
little from the “C” types. Some of them have
extremely ornate repoussé work on the crown
of the helm, with a frontal peak (Figure 8).

Figure 5. Robinson’s Type “C” (male face masks)

clearly something special.
The “G” type of helmet was different
again and sported a sort of forward upper
peak, often seemingly decorated with a face.
Fig.6 shows one of these. In Europe these are
more generally known as “FrankfurtHeddernheim” helmets (Figure 6). They had a
high crest, which carried an eagle at the front.
These examples also featured raised curled
air at the front of the face. Sill more ornate (if
that is possible) was the “Theilenhofen” type
(Robinson’s Type “H”, Figure 7). One can only
wonder at the weight of these things and ask
again as to whether they were really battle
items, or merely for parades, etc? I reviewed
a couple of busts of these two helmet types a
couple of issues back, you may remember.
The reader will have noticed that I didn’t

“The Miniature Figure Collectors of
America (MFCA) was founded in 1941
and sponsors the oldest and largest
show for historical, toy, and collectable
figures in the United States.

Visit the Miniature Figure Collectors of
America website at MFCAShow.com

Figure 8. Robinson, Type “B”

In this article I have described the commonest types of ‘cavalry’ helmets that have
survived. Since of necessity there were fewer
cavalry soldiers than there were in the infantry, these helmets are much scarcer (which is
why they fetch these astronomical prices at
auction). Some of these are quite spectacular
and display high levels of skill by the metalsmiths responsible. In the final article of
this series I will have a look at some of the
odder helmets that have come down to us.
–Mike Thomas
15
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KIT INSPECTION
Review by Mike Thomas
on its face with raised features, including
possibly that of a goddess.
There are 14 components to the kit, all
crisply cast and with a minimum of cleaning
up required. Fit of the parts is excellent, with
decent locating lugs for the arms, body and
legs. The cloak is modelled to fly out and
therefore will not present in problems of access for the brush. The legs of the figure are
bound around with strips of cloth, somewhat
like those used by gladiators. This would be
an added protection for the legs of the man.
This gives an added texture for the figure of
rough cloth.

Birch Tree Enterprises
First Choice in Display Bases
John Jefferies
Phone: (516) 662-5281 E-mail: birchtreejohn@aol.com

Tribune of the Navy
(Tribuno di Marina), 1st CAD
Manufacturer: Masterclass
Size/Scale: 54mm
Sculptor: A. Laruccia
Order code: EFDV5443
I’m not sure about the title of this piece,
on two grounds. A ’tribune’ was a Roman
official and there were several different types.
The name was derived from the Roman tribe
(tribus) and they were representatives in the
senate of Rome of the tribes, of which there
were 35. Military tribunes served as staff
officers in the legions (6 in each) and could
also command in the absence of the legate or
in an auxiliary regiment. The ‘tribunes of the
plebs’ (ten in number) served for a year and
represented the ‘ordinary man’ in the Roman
senate. They could forbid any piece of legislation, without having to give any reason, by
simply saying “Veto” (I forbid). There were
also some minor holders of the title (e.g.
‘tribune of the treasury’). What there was not
was a “naval” tribune. Commanding officers
of ships and fleets had different titles (see
Dispatch, Vol.57/8, p.16 for details). Secondly, although this figure is supposed to be that
of a naval officer, there is nothing here that
suggests that this is the case, apart from the
base (see below).
Nevertheless, this is a very nice figure in
an action pose. He is wearing a type of helmet of Celtic origins known as an “Agen-Port”.
This was made of iron, rather than bronze. He
is carrying a large circular shield, which resembles the Greek pattern, known as the
‘Argive’ shield. This one is heavily decorated

Mike Fleckenstein
Photographer
The base, however, is something else
again. To try and give the impression that this
is a naval kit, we have what amounts to a part
of the deck of a ship, complete with a coil of
rope, a couple of bollards and some netting in
a pile. My own personal preference would be
for this to be left out entirely and for the price
to come down a bit. It never really looks convincing no matter how good the sculptor.
What would it take? A few lengths of obeche
wood, some nylon string and some other set
dressing (e.g. a wine jar). The figure has been
sculpted with one foot up on the rope coil, so
if you do your own thing, this would have to
be considered.
Having made this criticism, I still think
it’s a very nice kit, excellently produced.
Editor’s note:
The following announcement was recently
posted on the Masterclass.it webpage:
Dear user, from June 30, 2018, Masterclass has ceased all commercial activities.
For any request or informazionxe, contact
the association portion 33 by writing to
quota33associazione@libero.it
Thank you, Franco Carcione
16
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T R A FA L G A R A R T I FAC T S
213 Years Ago this Month
On October 21, 1805, Admiral Lord
Nelson and his fleet of twenty-seven
British ships of the line defeated Admiral
Villenueve’s thirty-three French and
Spanish ships just west of Cape Trafalgar, near the Spanish town of Los Caños
de Meca. The Franco-Spanish fleet lost
twenty-two ships and the British lost
none, but not without cost.
While pacing the quarterdeck of his
ship HMS Victory with Captain Thomas
Hardy, Nelson was targeted by a French

sharpshooter at about 13:20 hours. The
shooter was believed to have been on
the Redoutable's mizzenmast. The musket ball entered Nelson’s shoulder,
pierced a lung and an artery, then lodged
in his spine.
Nelson was carried below deck and
tended by the ship’s surgeon. He lived
for another three hours, continuing to
give orders. Upon hearing of the British
victory, he passed away with his last
words being "Thank God I have done my
duty."

sleeve is line with black silk twill, but the right
is lined with the same fabric only as far as the
elbow. At the end of the right sleeve is a small
black silk loop which would have secured the
sleeve to a lapel button. The tails and breast
are lined with white silk twill and the shoulders are quilted with running stitch.

Nelson’s Trafalgar Coat

Measurements: Overall: 1160 mm x 560 mm
x 530 mm

The uniform coat Nelson was wearing when he was shot is currently on
display in the ‘Nelson, Navy, Nation’ gallery of London’s National Maritime Museum in Greenwich. The museum’s description of the coat is as follows:

Date made: before 1805
Artist/Maker: Unknown
Place made: England
Credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London, Greenwich Hospital Collection
Materials: brass; gold alloy; metal thread; silk;
wool

Parts: Royal Naval uniform: pattern 17951812 (Nelson's Trafalgar coat) (UNI0024)

Object ID: UNI0024

Nelson’s Trafalgar coat on display
in the ‘Nelson, Navy, Nation’ gallery of London’s
National Maritime Museum

Description: Vice-admiral's undress coat worn
by Nelson (1758-1805) at the Battle of Trafalgar. There is a bullet hole on the left shoulder,
close to the epaulette. The damage to the
epaulette itself is also apparent. There are
blood stains on tails and left sleeve, which is
probably that of Nelson's secretary, John
Scott, killed earlier in the action. The coat is of
blue wool cloth with a stand-up collar and
button-back lapels. On the left side, Nelson's
four orders of chilvary - Knight of the Bath,
Order of the Crescent, Order of Ferdinand &
Merit and Order of St Joachim - are sewn to
the front of the coat and over the edge of the
lapel so that it could not be unbuttoned. The
sleeves terminate in an extremely narrow
round cuff with two rows of gold distinction
lace and three flag officers buttons. The left

Locket with the bullet that killed Nelson at Trafalgar.

The Nelson Bullet 1805
Th shot that killed Nelson is currently part of the Royal Collection and is on
display in the Grand Vestibule of Windsor
Castle.
The shot was extracted from Nelson’s wound by William Beatty, surgeon
on-board the HMS Victory. When Beatty
removed the shot it was fused to lace
from the epaulette of Nelson's jacket.
After the battle, Beatty had the shot and
lace mounted into a locket which he is
said to have worn for the rest of his life.
On Beatty's death the locket was presented to Queen Victoria.
Object ID: RCIN 61158
Description: A single lead shot or musket ball,
mounted, with some remnants of gold lace from
Admiral Nelson's uniform, beneath glass in a
hinged silver locket with a gilt-metal ropework
border and suspension loop. The glass of the
locket acts as a diminisher so that the shot
appears smaller than actual size. The shot is
about 15 mm in diameter and weighs about 22
grammes (412 grains), the weight of a contemporary French musket ball.
Materials: Lead, silk, silver, glass, gilt metal
Measurements: 5.0 x 7.5 x 2.0 cm (whole object)

Nelson’s Trafalgar coat showing the bullet hole on the left shoulder, close to the damaged epaulette
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Provenance: The shot was mounted for William
Beatty in 1805; presented by Beatty's family to
Queen Victoria in 1842.
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T R A FA L G A R A R T I FAC T S

(CONTINUED…)

The Swords from Trafalgar
Nelson did not wear his sword at Trafalgar. It was found in his cabin after the battle
and sent to Lady Hamilton. From her it
passed to John Kinsey, a former servant of
Alderman Smith who acquired many of Nelson's possessions. In 1847 Kinsey tried to
sell the sword through a local paper. He was
unsuccessful, so he pawned it. It was rescued
by an innkeeper in Bushey, from whom it
eventually passed to Lady Llangattock who
was a socialite, benefactor, and an enthusiast for Horatio Nelson and associated naval
heroes.
The sword of Admiral Villeneuve, Commander in Chief of the combined Fleets of
France and Spain was surrendered to Lord
Collingwood on October 21st 1805. The
sword of Rear-Admiral Cisneros of the Spanish fleet was surrendered on the same day.
All three swords are currently on display,
along with other Nelson-related items, at The
Monmouth Museum (alternatively known as
The Nelson Museum and Local History Centre) in Monmouth, Monmouthshire, southeast
Wales. —DD-H

Andrea Miniatures

The Washington Armor Club local
chapter of the Armor Modeling and
Preservation Society is dedicated to
modeling miniature armored fighting
vehicles, figures, ordnance, dioramas… and promoting historic military
vehicle restoration. For more information, visit their national AMPS
website.

Nelson’s battle sword (center) with the captured swords
of Rear-Admiral Cisneros (left) and Admiral Villeneuve (right)
surrendered after the battle of Trafalgar.

Horatio Nelson
Available Kits

Alexandros Models

Heroes & Villains
Vice-Admiral Horatio
Nelson, Trafalgar 1805
54 mm

Horatio Nelson
(1758-1805)

Young Horatio Nelson, 1781
70 mm
18

“Our main goal is to show you how much
fun model railroading is!”
Visit their website at NVNTrak.org for
more information.
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E URO MIN IATURE E XPO 2018
Gallery (photos from Marc Mussat and others)
Most miniaturists are
familiar with Euro Militaire
and consider it to be the
premier show of our hobby.
For those of us unable to attend in person, we look forward to reading articles featuring the displays and the
new figures introduced. Verlinden for many years produced an annual book on the
show. We were saddened to
hear of the end of the show a
couple of years ago, but last
year Euro Militaire was replaced by Euro Miniature Expo, which is held in the same
venue – The Leas Folkestone
in England. Under new organizers, this show still attracts
the best modelers from all
over Europe and North America. Last month Bill Horan

made it back after many years
and has credited this show for
a lot of his inspiration. He has
also been an important ambassador for representing the
U.S. in a hobby that was long
dominated by the Europeans.
There is both an internet
website for the show and a
Facebook Page. We have
shared some pictures here
but there is a lot more “eye
candy” online. For a full gallery of the show, visit Eurominiatureexpo.co.uk or their
Facebook page HERE. Enjoy!

Bill Horan travels back across the pond with his amazing diorama “All That Was Left of Them”
This is the big event for figure manufacturers to
show their new stuff.
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E URO MIN IATURE E XPO 2018
Gallery (photos from Marc Mussat and others)
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E URO MIN IATURE E XPO 2018
Gallery (photos from Marc Mussat and others)
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Club website:
ncmssclub.org
Club Facebook:
NCMSS

B AC K P AG E
2018 NCMSS Officers
Commanding Officer
Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Executive Officer Joe Bles
301-490-6769
gyrinejoe@aol.com
Adjutant
Tim Stormer
703-560-8904
adjutanttim@gmail.com
(acting until Volunteer appears)
Paymaster
Darci Hoffman 240-912-6499
dkdickens-h@comcast.net
Show Chairman Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
Thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Vendor Chairman
Grant Berry
301-829-6110
Granthberry@aol.com
Webmaster
Mike Fleckenstein 540-498-0162
modlrfleck@yahoo.com
Dispatch Editor David Hoffman 240-912-6499
bpchasseur@comcast.net

Advertising Policy
The Dispatch does not accept paid
advertising; but will accept, without
obligation and on a “first come-first
served” + space available contingency,
business cards or ads for miniature, toy
soldier, plastic model and similar shows
submitted by NCMSS members of other
clubs, associations, or businesses that
the NCMSS has an association with.
Ads for shows must be submitted by
the 15th of the month for a show scheduled for the following month. Business
cards may be submitted for continuous
running, subject to space availability.
Members may also submit sale/want
ads as desired. Ads or business cards
in compliance with this policy and
printed in The Dispatch do not represent an official endorsement by the
NCMSS.; nor does NCMSS endorse
specific shows or vendors.
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